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My Favorite Google “Search Query Terms”

Cheat Sheet

term example description
info info:www.seonitro.com Web Document Info:  The query prefix "info:" returns a 

single result for the specified URL if it exists in the index.

Note: Once here, you can easily get info on backlinks, 
cache, related and pages indexed

link link:www.seonitro.com BackLink Data:  The query prefix "link:" lists web pages 
that have links to the specified web page. There can 
be no space between "link:" and the web page URL.

Note:  Google is never up to date on this so use Yahoo
or alltheweb.com for more current backlinking.

site site:www.seonitro.com Page Index Data for URL:  The query prefix "site:" lists 
web pages that exist in the index. There can be no space 
between "link:" and the web page URL.

Note:  This is where you can tell if your site is in Google’s
index. If it says “Sorry, no information...” you either haven’t
been found yet, or you got banned! =:0

allintitle allinttitle: seo articles Title Search:  Starting a query with the term "allintitle:" 
restricts the results to those with all of the query words 
in the title. 

related related:www.seonitro.com Related Search:  The query prefix "related:" lists web 
pages that are similar to the specified web page. There can 
be no space between "related:" and the web page URL.

“keyword” “seo articles” Phrase Search:  Search for complete phrases by enclosing 
them in quotation marks or connecting them with 
hyphens. Words marked in this way will appear together 
in all results exactly as entered.

allintext allintext: backlinking strategies Text Search:  Starting a query with the term "allintext:" 
restricts the results to those with all of the query words 
in only the body text, ignoring link, URL, and title matches.

allinurl allinurl: seo Text Search:  Starting a query with the term "allinurl:" 
restricts the results to those with all of the query words 
in the result URL.

cache cache:www.seonitro.com

cache:www.seonitro.com linking

Cached Results Page:  The query prefix "cache:" returns 
the cached HTML version of the specified web document 
that the Google search crawled. There can be no space 
between "cache:" and the web page URL. If you include 
other words in the query, Google will highlight those 
words within the cached document.

Please email all questions or hello’s to support@seonitro.com
For more cheat sheets and goodies, get on my list at dorifriend.com

Yes, you can pass this along. ;-)


